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From Musical America:

At intermission Mr. Farwell leads 
the huge audience in mass 
singing, singing seemingly 
inspired beyond that of 
community singing usually 
heard.

The March of Man 
Program Insert







 The trees and rocks , as dryads and rock spirits, 
awaken from their sleep only to remember the 
destructiveness of man.

 Their existence is threatened by a woodsman, who cuts 
down a tree: an engineer, who plants a blast of 
dynamite, and a party of revelers, who start a forest 
fire.  

 The elements create a great storm, the rain of which 
extinguishes the fire.

 The World-Soul appears in the storm and prophesies 
the coming of a man who shall save the nature spirits.



 He comes as the Seer, and opposes the operations of 
the invaders, especially that of the engineer, who 
maintains that he represents the progress of 
civilization- the March of Man.

 The Seer, threatened with the explosion of the 
dynamite, calls forth the spirits of the rocks and tress 
and confound the invaders.  He calls for a sign that the 
spot shall be held sacred, and the World-Soul sends 
him the Singer, whose prayerful song reaches the 
heavens as tone and light, awakening the celestial 
choirs and the light of the new day.





 In Each Performance 
 Hugh Tree is felled

 Actors to get around 
the tree

 Colored flares used for 
forest fires.

 Rain is provided by 
water from hidden 
tanks.



 “Colored lights used to flood the forest aisles with 
rainbow radiance. To suit the mood of the production.”

 “A fairy forest of clear blue with one noble pine tree 
standing out alone etched in gold and amber.”

 “A purple forest and far above a castle shaped rose 
colored boulder, where stands a human figure sending 
clear notes of song almost from the sky itself.”     



 Four hundred and fifty feet above the floor of the 
canyon rises the great rock, and such are the acoustic 
properties of the theater that the softest tones of 
human voice or flute or violin may be heard.

 Sections of logs with the bark still on have been 
hollowed out and panes of colored glass set in their 
sides to make the lanterns which are strung between 
the trees to light the audience to their seats.


